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Abstract
We examine the simulation of time evolution of quantum many body systems using
a randomized approximation of Trotter expansion (raTe). Based on work of Markov
and Shi [3] we design an algorithm reducing the runtime from exponential to polynomial in system size by neglecting neighbor interactions for short time periods. The
algorithm is based on a 2-qubit tensor representation of the Trotter expansion. This
network then can be interpreted as a graph by identifying gates as vertices. The
runtime of the computation is dominated by an exponential term in the tree width
of this graph [3]. We show that the tree width of Trotter expansion is linear in the
system size. We try to lower the runtime by lowering the tree width of these graphs.
We do this by replacing single gates with the identity. For single deletions this does
not have a huge impact, as the tensors are close to te identity. We analyze the impact
of lowering the tree width with random deletions on non-commuting Hamiltonians
and Hamiltonians with a weak non-commuting term. We are able to show, that in
order to get the desired improvement in the runtime, we have to remove a lot of
tensors. Due to this, we do not get faithful results on non-commuting Hamiltonians.
As we did expect this we also tried Hamiltonians where the non-commuting terms
are weak compared to the commuting terms. Here we do get close approximations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For many applications, it is interesting to evaluate how a physical system changes
over time. In quantum systems, especially in many-body-systems, this time evolution
is usually hard to compute. Therefore one looks at numerical approximations to
simulate the evolution. One way to simulate the dynamics using a quantum circuit
with single and 2-qubit gates is the Trotter expansion, where one repeatedly simulates
small time periods of nearest-neighbor interactions. One can do that, since typical
Hamiltonians consist only of nearest-neighbor interactions. We try to improve the
runtime of the Trotter expansion using the results of Markov and Shi [3], which states
that the dominating parameter of the runtime to compute a tensor contraction is
the tree width of the underlying graph. In our case the computation of the Trotter
expansion using matrix product state representation gives a tensor network of tree
width linear in the system size.
Tree width of a graph is a measurement of how similar the graph is to a tree. It is the
minimal number of vertices of the graph that are mapped to the same vertex of a tree,
such that every edge of the graph is mapped to some vertex of the tree and vertices of
the graph are only mapped to connected subtrees. Such a mapping combined with the
tree is called tree decomposition. Many problems in graph theory as independent set
and k-coloring have parameterized polynomial time algorithms, with parameter tree
width. This means the algorithm has a runtime that is polynomial in the system size
but also dependent on some, mostly exponential, function of the parameter. There
are also applications outside of graph theory where the tree width of some underlying
structure yields a parameterized polynomial time algorithm, as for example boolean
satisfiability.
1
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Outline

In this thesis, we take a look at the results of Markov and Shi [3] on the similarity
between tree width and the runtime of a contraction of a tensor network. We use
these results to compute Trotter expansions. As we see the tree width of Trotter
expansion is linear in the size of the system. To get a simulation of time evolution
that is polynomial in the system size we try to decrease the tree width by randomly
deleting tensors of the Trotter expansion. We show that there are ways to delete
tensors that yield a tree width that is logarithmic in the system size. Then we take
a look at how these deletions affect the simulation of time evolution by comparing
it to both exact solutions, where they exist, and the result of full Trotter expansion.
We look at the Heisenberg model as in many cases it has easy to compute exact
solutions that we can compare our results to. We also add disorder, meaning random
fields at each site to the Heisenberg model. We do this to compare the behavior of
our approximation on the time evolution of both commuting and non-commuting
Hamiltonians as well as Hamiltonians where the non-commuting terms are small. As
expected we see better approximations in the case that the non-commuting terms
are weak in comparison to non-commuting Hamiltonians. With a non-commuting
Hamiltonian on the other side we see that our approximation influences the result of
the simulation a lot, leading to the conclusion, that our deletion approaches are too
radical.

2

Chapter 2
Preliminaries
Before we start to look at results, we first need some basic definitions and theorems.
We start with a brief introduction to quantum mechanics and time evolution. Since
calculations of time evolution are typically inefficient we take a look at an approximation for time evolution next. This approximation is called Trotter expansion and
is based on the idea of simulating several small time-steps of easier systems to approximate the dynamics of large systems. In this thesis, we want to apply the results,
of Markov and Shi on the runtime of tensor contraction and algorithms to compute
a contraction ordering [3] on the network of the Trotter expansion. For a better understanding of these results we give a brief overview on graph theory, especially tree
decomposition and tree width.

2.1

Quantum physics

A physical system at a given time τ0 is described by a vector |Ψ(τ0 )i ∈ H, where H
is a Hilbert space. An observable is described by a Hermitian operator A on H. The
expected value of the measurement of some observable A of a system in state |Ψ(τ0 )i
is
Eψ(τ0 ) [A] = hΨ(τ0 )|A|Ψ(τ0 )i .
(2.1)
The time evolution of an isolated physical system starting in state |Ψ(τ0 )i is given
by the Schrödinger equation
i~

∂
|Ψ(τ )i = H(τ ) |Ψ(τ )i (τ > τ0 ),
∂t
3
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where H(τ ) is the Hamiltonian of the system. One defines the time evolution operator
by |Ψ(τ )i = U (τ, τ0 ) |Ψ(τ0 )i. For a Hamiltonian that is independent of the time, thus
H(τ ) = H ∀τ we get


i
(2.3)
U (τ, τ0 ) = exp − H(τ − τ0 ) .
~
0
For sake of simplicity we rescale time to t = τ −τ
. The time evolution operator
~
simplifies to exp(−iHt). With the use of the time evolution operator we rewrite the
expected value of a measurement as above to

Eψ(t) [A] = hΨ|exp(iHt)A exp(−iHt)|Ψi .

(2.4)

In general one considers many-body systems. There the Hamiltonian is a combination
of the different single-body systems H = H1 ⊗· · ·⊗Hn . The states are superpositions
of product states |Ψ1 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |Ψn i. In this thesis we will only consider observables
of a single subspace.
In Chapter 4 we simulate the time evolution of different Hamiltonians. All of them are
variations of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian describing a spin-1/2 system on a 1D-lattice
with open boundaries. The general idea can also be applied on higher dimensional
systems. The operators corresponding to spin-1/2 are the Pauli matrices.
Definition 2.1. The Pauli

0
X=
1

matrices are:





1
0 −i
1
0
, Y =
, Z=
.
0
i 0
0 −1

The eigenvalues are ±1, for Z the eigenvectors are
 
 
1
0
|0i =
and |1i =
,
0
1

(2.5)

(2.6)

where |0i corresponds to eigenvalue +1.
We start the simulation in states that are not entangled, described by product states
|Ψ1 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ΨL i.
Notation 2.1. For a product state of |0i and |1i we write
|0 . . . 10 . . . 1 . . . 0i = |0i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |1i ⊗ |0i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |1i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0i

(2.7)

and for a product state with a single |1i at position k, we write
|ki = |0 . . . 010 . . . 0i = |0i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0i ⊗ |1i ⊗ |0i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0i .
4
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The systems we consider can be described by the isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian.
We also consider an expansion of this model, an anisotropic model where the interaction is isotropic in the x- and y-component but not in the z-component. This
model is called Heisenberg XXZ model. The special case where the interaction in the
z-component is 0, can also be interpreted as a one dimensional lattice of fermions,
due to Jordan-Wigner transformation. A second expansion we consider is disorder,
meaning random fields along the z-axis drawn from a uniform distribution.
Definition 2.2. The isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian for a spin-1/2 chain of length
L is
Hiso = α

L−1
X

(Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 + Zi Zi+1 ),

(2.9)

i=1

where X, Y, Z are the Pauli matrices. A positive value for alpha describes ferromagnetic systems, a negative value anti-ferromagnetic systems. The Heisenberg XXZ
Hamiltonian is

HXXZ = α

L−1
X

(Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 ) + β

i=1

L−1
X

Zi Zi+1 .

(2.10)

i=1

Adding random fields along the z-axis whose strength is uniformly at random drawn
from hi ∈ [−h, h] yields a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with disorder:

Hdis =

L
X
i=1

hi Zi + α

L−1
X

(Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 ) + β

i=1

L−1
X

Zi Zi+1 .

(2.11)

i=1

For the Heisenberg XXZ model with α = 12 and β = 0, also called the Heisenberg
XX model, we compute the exact solution for the expected value of Zl depending on
|ki in a system of size L. Using Jordan-Wigner transformation, we can interpret this
as a fermion at position k in a 1D-lattice of size L, by identifying spin-up with the
fermion and spin-down with the vacuum-state. The sum of Zi is conserved and we
can interpret the single particle sector of the Hamiltonian as a quantum walk on a
line. We looked up the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of HXX in [4].

5
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L−1
X

(Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 ) and a system in state |ki the

i=1

expected value of Zl is:
2

 

L
X
2
πkp
πlp
iλp t
sin
sin
e
, (2.12)
hZl (t)i = hk(t)|Zl |k(t)i = 1−2
(L + 1) p=1
L+1
L+1

where λp are the eigenvalues given in Equation 2.13.
Proof. Here we will give the outline of the computation. The complete computation
can be seen in Appendix A. We rewrite the Hamiltonian as its spectral decomposition
L
X
HXX =
λj |Φj i hΦj | where the eigenvalues are
j=1



πj
λj = −2 cos
L+1

(2.13)

and the eigenvectors
r
|Φj i =



L
πjm
2 X
sin
|mi .
L + 1 m=1
L+1

(2.14)

We substitute this in hZl (t)i = hk(t)|Zl |k(t)i = hk|eiHt Zl e−iHt |ki and get
hZl (t)i =

L X
L
X

hk|Φq i hΦq |Zl |Φp i hΦp |ki ei(λq −λp )t .

(2.15)

p=1 q=1

Then we compute the single elements of this expression and simplify, see Appendix
A.

2.2

Trotter expansion

In this section we give an overview of the Trotter expansion and define the structure
of the underlying tensor network. Trotter expansion is an approximation to simulate
the time evolution of non-commuting operators. The general idea is to decompose
the operator acting on the full space into sets of small subspaces such that the
6
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h2

h4

Hiso
h1

h3

h5

(a) An example for an Hamiltonian operat- (b) The Hilbert space can be decomposed
ing on six sites and who’s components are in two sets of subspaces whose Hamiltonians
5
X
hi = α(Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 + Zi Zi+1 ) commute.
non-commuting is Hiso = α
(Xi Xi+1 +
i=1

Yi Yi+1 + Zi Zi+1 ).

Figure 2.1: An example for the decomposition used in Trotter expansion.
corresponding Hamiltonians of the subspaces associated with the same set pairwise
commute. In our case we can easily see a decomposition into two sets of neighbor
interactions, see Figure 2.1. From here on we therefore only consider two sets, but a
more general case, e.g. in more dimensions, is easily derivable.
Formally, we use the Lie-Trotter-Suzuki-formula, stating that
 A B m
eA+B = lim e m e m

(2.16)

m→∞

P
P
and decompose the Hamiltonian H into two operators A = i∈A hi and B = i∈B hi
such that both A and B consist of commuting terms and contain only neighbor
interactions hi . Then we choose m to be large and compute
m
 it
it
B
−iHt
−mA −m
e
≈ e
e
.
(2.17)
it

it

Since both A and B consist of commuting terms, e− m A and e− m B are easy to compute by computing the time evolution of the neighbor interactions independently.
We call one such computation a time-step. A decomposition into time-steps can be
seen in Figure 2.2.
In order to understand the behavior of our simulations it is necessary to look at the
error produced by the Trotter expansion. We take some Hamiltonian H = A + B and
define h2 =k [A, B] k, which is the norm of the commutator. Using the Zassenhaus
7
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it

it

e−h2 4
it

e−h4 4
it

e−h1 4

it

e−h3 4
it

it

e−h2 4
it

e−h5 4
e−h4 4

it

e−h1 4

it

e−h3 4

e−h5 4

e−iHiso t
it

it

e−h2 4
it

e−h4 4
it

e−h1 4

it

it

(a) An example for an Hamiltonian operating on six sites and who’s components are
5
X
non-commuting is Hiso = α
(Xi Xi+1 +

e−h5 4
it

e−h2 4
e−h1 4

it

e−h3 4

e−h4 4
it

e−h3 4

it

e−h5 4

(b) The Hilbert space can be decomposed
in two sets of subspaces whose Hamiltonians
hi = α(Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 + Zi Zi+1 ) commute.
Here we divide into four time-steps. Every
small time evolution is easy to compute.

i=1

Yi Yi+1 + Zi Zi+1 ). The time evolution is possibly hard to compute.

Figure 2.2: An example for the Trotter expansion of time evolution.
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formula, which Magnus [2] cited from an unpublished reference of Zassenhaus, on
Trotter expansion with m time-steps we compute
 2 2
th
−it(A+B)/m
−itA/m −itB/m
e
=e
e
+O
,
(2.18)
m2
and thus
e

−itH


−itA/m −itB/m m

= e

e


+O

t2 h2
m


.

(2.19)

We use the Trotter expansion to compute the expected value of some observable
O that is time dependent. Thus we approximate hO(t)i = hΨ0 |eiHt Oe−iHt |Ψ0 i by
substituting e−iHt by the Trotter expansion. We only consider observables dependent
on a single site and |Ψ0 i being a product state. In this case we get
 2 2
th
.
(2.20)
hO(t)iapprox − hO(t)i = O
m
Thus the error due to Trotterization grows with the norm of the commutator, grows
quadratic with the time that is simulated and gets smaller the larger the number of
time-steps.
Looking at the tensor network, we get another small simplification. We can identify
it
it
tensors that commute with the observable and as ehi m e−hi m = 1 we can delete
those from the network. This yields a triangular shape of tensors near the observable
that we call the light-cone. The boundary of the light-cone we call horizon. For an
example, see Figure 2.3.
Having established this, we are now ready to define the graph class T N of graphs
corresponding to a tensor network of a Trotter expansion, where every tensor is identified by a vertex. For simplicity of the definition we only take systems containing
an even number of sites.

9
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(1, 3)

(3, 3)

(2, 3)

(5, 3)

(4, 3)

(3, 4)

(5, 4)

(4, 4)

O

O

(4, 2)

(3, 2)

(2, 1)

(1, 1)

(5, 2)

(4, 1)

(3, 1)

(5, 1)

(a) Graphic representation of the computa- (b) Trotter expansion after deleting tensors
tion of the time evolution of some observable commuting with the observable. Vertex capO using Trotter expansion.
tion corresponding to Definition 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Example of a tensor network of a Trotter expansion on an Hamiltonian
working on six sites with two time-steps.
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Definition 2.3. Let n, m, p ∈ N, where n is the number of input bits and is even,
m is the number of time-steps of the Trotter expansion and p is the position of the
observed bit. The bits are numbered {1, · · · , n}. The graph of the tensor network
T N (n, m, p) = (V (n, m, p), E(n, m, p)) is defined as follows:
 V (n, m, p) = I ∪˙ T ∪˙ {o}, where

– I = {1, . . . , n, n + 1, . . . , 2n} represents the system sites, {1, · · · , n} are
associated with |Ψi and {n + 1, . . . , 2n} with hΨ|,
– T ⊂ {1, . . . , n − 1} × {1, . . . , 2m} represents the tensors of U and U † ,
where j ≥ m − b b p2 c − 2i c and (i, j) ∈ T ⇔ (i, m + j) ∈ T ∀ j ≤ m,
– o is the vertex associated with the observable.
We say a vertex (i, ji ) is on the horizon of O at position p, if
p
i
ji := m − b b c − c.
2
2

(2.21)

 E(n, m, p) consists of edges



– from input bit i to tensor b 2i c, 1 and from i + n to b 2i c, m + 1 for all
i<n
– from observable o to tensor (ip , m) and (ip , 2m) where

1
if p = 1



n − 1 if p = n
ip =
p
if p is even



p − 1 if p is odd
– for 1 < i < n − 1 and j ≤ m if (i, j) is not on the horizon edges from
(i, j) to (i − 1, j 0 ) and (i + 1, j 0 ) and from (i, m + j) to (i − 1, m + j 0 ) and
(i + 1, m + j 0 ) where

j + 1 if j is even
0
j =
j
if j is odd
– for all j ≤ m if (1, j) is not on the horizon from (1, j) to (1, j + 1) and
(2, j) and from (1, m + j) to (1, m + j + 1) and (2, m + j)
11
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– for all j ≤ m if (n−1, j) is not on the horizon from (n−1, j) to (n−1, j+1)
and (n−2, j) and from (n−1, m+j) to (n−1, m+j +1) and (n−2, m+j)
– for all (i, j) on the horizon an edge from (i, j) to (i, j + 1) and (i0 , j 0 ) and
from (i, m + j) to (i0 , m + j 0 ) where j 0 , ip as above and

i + 1 if i < ip
0
i =
.
i − 1 if i > ip

2.3

Tree Decomposition

Before we can take a look at how we execute the computation of the Trotter expansion, we need some basic graph theory and the notion of tree width. In general, a
graph G is a tuple of vertices V (G) and edges E(G). We consider only undirected
graphs.
Notation 2.2. Let G be a graph with vertices V(G) and edges E(G).
 If G is clear from the context we write V and E instead of V (G) and E(G).
We write G(V, E) to denote a graph with vertex set V and edge set E.
 n := |V | and m := |E|.
 The neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V is N (v) = {u ∈ V |uv ∈ E}.

A tree is a connected graph that contains no cycles. We often denote a tree by T . A
vertex of a tree with degree 1 is called leaf. If we fix the root of a tree we can define
the parent and children relation. The parent of a vertex is the neighbor, that lies
on the unique path from the vertex to the root. All other neighbors are called children.
Definition 2.4. Let T be a tree with root r ∈ V (T ). For all v ∈ V (T ) we define
parent(v) and children(v) by:
 let P be the set of all vertices on the path from v to the root r
 then parent(v) = P ∩ N (v) and
 children(v) = N (v)\P .

Thus parent(v) is the predecessor of v on the directed path from the root and the set
children(v) are the successors.
12
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Next we need the definition of the line graph of a graph. For a given graph G the line
graph G∗ is the graph we get, when we take all edges of G as vertices and connect
two new vertices if the original edges have at least one vertex in common. Thus every
vertex of G induces a clique in G∗ .
Definition 2.5. Let G be a graph. Then the line graph G∗ of G is defined as follows:
 V (G∗ ) = E(G)
 (e, f ) ∈ E(G∗ ) if and only if e = (ue , ve ) ∈ E(G), f = (uf , vf ) ∈ E(G) and
e ∩ f 6= ∅.

A tree decomposition of a graph G is a tree T and a mapping β from the vertices
of T to subsets of the vertices of G. This is done in a way, that each vertex of G
is mapped to a connected subtree of T and each edge of G can be mapped to at
least one vertex of T . Tree decompositions are often helpful when designing efficient
algorithms, as they give a way to decompose a graph into subgraphs that have only
small intersections. These intersections are the vertices of T .
Definition 2.6. A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair (T, β), where T is a
tree and β : V (T ) → 2V (G) a function such that:
1. for every vertex v ∈ V (G) there is a vertex t ∈ V (T ) such that v ∈ β(t),
2. for every edge e ∈ E(G) there is a vertex t ∈ V (T ) such that e ⊆ β(t) and
3. for every vertex v ∈ V (G) the set β −1 (v) := {t ∈ V (T ) | v ∈ β(t)} is connected.
For a vertex t ∈ V (T ) we call β(t) a bag.
For a tree decomposition we define its width to be the size of the largest bag minus
one. Correspondingly, the tree width of a graph G is the minimum width of all tree
decompositions of G. The tree width of a graph is a measure of similarity to a tree.
That is also the reason for the minus one in the definition. Then the tree width of a
tree is at most one.
Definition 2.7. The width of a tree decomposition (T, β) is wd(T, β) := max{|β(t)| |
t ∈ V (T )} − 1.
The tree width of a graph G is tw(G) := min{wd(T, β) | (T, β) tree decomposition of G}

13
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A graph without vertices has tree width -1 and a graph without edges has tree
width zero. Every graph that contains edges has a tree width greater than one. An
exemplary tree decomposition of minimal size for a cycle and an n-m-grid is shown
in Figure 2.4. The minimality of the decomposition for the cycle is easy to see and
for the grid is shown in Lemma 2.5.
In order to prove upper and lower bounds for the tree width of a graph or graph
class we will take a look at a different characterization of tree width. It is the so
called cops and robber game by Seymour and Thomas [6]. We only introduce the
game here. For a proof that these notions are indeed equivalent we refer to the paper
of Seymour and Thomas [6]. A cops and robber game of size k on a graph G consists
of two players. The first player is the cop-player, short the cops. He controls k cops
with helicopters. Each cop can occupy one vertex or sit in a helicopter. With help of
the helicopters the cops can move to every vertex of the graph. The second player
is the robber-player, short the robber. He can move arbitrarily fast from one vertex
to any other vertex that is connected by a path of unoccupied vertices. Thus he has
to use edges to move. The cops know the position of the robber and he knows the
positions where the helicopters are going to land, so that he can move away before
a cop occupies a vertex. The cops win if they occupy the same vertex as the robber,
which can only happen if all adjacent vertices are also occupied. The robber wins if
he can elude the cops infinitely long. The cop number cn(G) is the lowest number
of cops needed on graph G such that the cops win. To define the game precisely we
need the notion of an X-flap. An X-flap is a component of the graph obtained by
deleting the set X from the vertices of G.
Definition 2.8. Let G be a graph with vertex set V and X ⊆ V an arbitrary subset.
An X-flap of G is the vertex set of a connected component of the graph obtained by
deleting all vertices v ∈ X from V .

Definition 2.9. For a graph G and some k ∈ N the cops and robber game CR(G, k)
is defined as follows:

(G)
 A position of the game is a pair (X, R), where X ∈ V≤k
and R is an X-flap.
X is the set of vertices occupied by the cops and R the component in which the
robber hides.
 A starting position is a pair (X1 , R1 ) = (∅, R), where R is a component of G.
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Figure 2.4: Some examples for tree width.
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 At any step i in the
 game from position (Xi−1 , Ri−1 ) first the cop player chooses
V (G)
some Xi ∈ ≤k such that Xi−1 ⊆ Xi or Xi ⊆ Xi−1 .
 Then the robber player chooses some Xi -flap Ri , with Ri ⊆ Ri−1 or Ri−1 ⊆ Ri
respectively, if existing.
 If no such position exists the robber player loses.
 The robber player wins the infinite game.

The cop number cn(G) is the smallest k such that the cop player has a winning
strategy for CR(G, k).
It is easy to see that cn(G) ≤ tw(G) + 1, since a winning strategy for the cops
would be to move along the branches of a tree decomposition. Thus for a given
tree decomposition (T, β) the strategy of the cops is as follows. For some position
(Xi , Ri ) where there exists some t ∈ V (T ) such that β(t) = Xi the cops choose the
branch that contains Ri and the corresponding child (or parent) s of t. They first
move to Xi+1 = β(s) ∩ β(t) and then to Xi+2 = β(s). It can also be shown that
cn(G) = tw(G) + 1.
Theorem 2.2 (Seymour and Thomas [6]). For every graph G holds:
cn(G) = tw(G) + 1.

(2.22)

Next we consider some small statements on tree width. First we see that the tree
width of any subgraph H of a given graph G is a lower bound on the tree width of G.
This is easy to see as we look at the restriction of a tree decomposition of minimal
width for G to the vertices of H. This restriction is obviously a tree decomposition
of H and the width is at most as large as the tree width of G. Thus the following
lemma holds.
Lemma 2.3. Let G, H be two graphs such that H is a subgraph of G, then
tw(H) ≤ tw(G).

(2.23)

For a complete graph with n vertices the tree width is n − 1, as all vertices have to
be placed into the same bag. Combined with Lemma 2.3 we get:

16
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Lemma 2.4. Let G be a graph and cl(G) the size of the maximal clique contained
in G, then
cl(G) − 1 ≤ tw(G).
(2.24)

A n-m-grid is a graph G(n, m) that contains of nm many vertices (i, j) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and 1 ≤ j ≤ m and edges ((i, j), (i + 1, j)) and ((i, j), (i, j + 1)). A grid graph is an
example of a graph with small maximum degree ∆ = 4 and small clique size cl = 2
but no constant bound on the tree width. The tree width of G(n, m) is min(n, m).
This is easy to see as in the cop-and-robber game the robber will always find a row
or column where he can flee the cops, if there are not enough cops to cover at least
one dimension of the grid. On the other hand it is sufficient to block one dimension
to catch the robber.
Lemma 2.5. The tree width of an n-m-grid G(n, m) is
tw(G(n, m)) = min(n, m).

(2.25)

Proof. W.l.o.g. we have n ≤ m. We start by showing tw(G(n, m)) ≤ n by giving a
tree decomposition of width n. As tree T we take a path of length m(n − 1), thus
V (T ) = {1, . . . , m(n − 1)} and E(T ) = {(k, k + 1) | k < m(n − 1)}. We define β
iteratively. We set
β(1) := {(i, 1) | i ≤ n} ∪ {(1, 2)}.
(2.26)
We define β(k + 1) from β(k) such that for
β(k) = {(i0 , j) | i ≤ i0 ≤ n}
∪ {(i0 , j + 1) | 1 ≤ i0 ≤ i}
β(k + 1) = {(i0 , j) | i + 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n} ∪ {(i0 , j + 1) | 1 ≤ i0 ≤ i + 1}

(2.27)
(2.28)

holds. It is easy to see that this is indeed a tree decomposition of the desired width.
Next we show tw(G(n, m)) ≥ n by giving a winning strategy of the robber for n
or less cops. We prove that the robber can always move. We do this by defining a
set of regions B where the robber can hide, such that every region is reachable from
every other region and even if all n cops are placed in the grid at least one region is
unoccupied. We set
B1 = {(1, j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m},
(2.29)
B2 = {(i, 1) | 1 < i ≤ n}
17
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and define for every vertex (i, j) with i, j > 1 a region
B(i,j) = {(i0 , j) | 1 < i0 ≤ n} ∪ {(i, j 0 ) | 1 < i ≤ m}.

(2.31)

Every two B(i,j) , B(i0 ,j 0 ) have at least one vertex in common and for every B(i,j) there
is an edge from (2, j) ∈ B(i,j) to (1, j) ∈ B1 and from (i, 2) ∈ B(i,j) to (i, 1) ∈ B1 .
Furthermore there is an edge from (1, 1) ∈ B1 to (2, 1) ∈ B2 . Thus for every pair of
regions that are not occupied by cops, the robber can move from one region to the
other without crossing any cops. In order to place at least one cop in every B(i,j) one
needs at least n − 1 cops. This holds since every cop can only cover one value for
each i and there are n − 1 possible values. Additionally B1 and B2 do not share a
common vertex with any other region. To place a cop in every region 2+n−1 = n+1
cops are needed. As there are only n cops, at least one region will be unoccupied.
The robber hides in this region. If the cops want to move, they can leave at most
n − 1 cops on the grid. Thus at least one additional region gets unoccupied. Since
the robber can move back and forth between those two regions without crossing any
cop, he can move to the region that is still unoccupied if the n-th cop is placed back
on the grid. Thus the robber can always move and the game is infinite.
For the next section we need the tree width of the line graph. We will see that it is
of the same order as the tree width of the original graph, as long as the maximum
degree of the original graph is bounded. The reason for that is, that we can transform
the tree decompositions by exchanging the nodes by all edges covered by the bag or
the vertices adjacent to the edges in the bag correspondingly.
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a graph with maximum degree ∆(G). The tree width of the
line graph G∗ is bounded by
tw(G) − 1
≤ tw(G∗ ) ≤ ∆(G)(tw(G) + 1) − 1
2

(2.32)

Proof. First we show tw(G∗ ) ≤ ∆(G)(tw(G) + 1) − 1. We take a tree decomposition
(T, β) of G with width tw(G). We construct a tree decomposition (T ∗ , β ∗ ) of G∗ by
substituting every vertex by its adjacent edges, thus T ∗ = T and
β ∗ (t) = {e ∈ E(G) | ∃ v ∈ β(t) such that v ∈ e}.

(2.33)

Obviously this decomposition has width ∆(G)(tw(G) + 1) − 1. It is still to be shown,
that this decomposition is indeed a tree decomposition.
18
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1. Since every edge e ∈ E(G) is adjacent to at least one vertex v ∈ V (G), and
thus there exists some vertex t ∈ V (T ) such that v ∈ β(t) and thus e ∈ β ∗ (t).
2. For every edge e∗ = (e, f ) ∈ E(G∗ ) there has to be some v ∈ V (G) such that
v ∈ e ∩ f . We look at t ∈ V (T ) such that v ∈ β(t), then e, f ∈ β ∗ (t) and thus
e∗ ⊆ β ∗ (t).
3. For every edge e = (u, v) ∈ E(G) we consider the set β ∗−1 = β −1 (u) ∪ β −1 (v).
This set is connected, since e has to be covered by some bag and both β −1 (u)
and β −1 (v) are connected.
≤ tw(G∗ ). Given a tree decomposition (T ∗ , β ∗ ) of G∗ of
Now we show that tw(G)−1
2
∗
width tw(G ) we construct a tree decomposition (T, β) of G of width 2 · tw(G∗ ).
Again we take T = T ∗ and set
β(t) = {v ∈ V (G) | ∃ e ∈ β ∗ (t) such that v ∈ e}.

(2.34)

The proof that this decomposition is indeed a tree decomposition is similar to the
one above, therefore we skip it here.
Computing the exact tree width of a graph is NP-complete. But for our needs a
linear approximation of the tree width is sufficient. Robertson and Seymour [5] have
shown that such an approximation is computable in parameterized polynomial time.
We will not use this algorithm as it fails in real life applications, but it justifies our
approaches.
Theorem 2.7 (Robertson and Seymour [5]). There is a deterministic algorithm
that given a graph G outputs a tree decomposition of G of width O(tw(G)) in time
|V (G)|O(1) exp(O(tw(G))).

2.4

Simulating quantum computation by contracting tensor networks [3]

In this section we take a look at the paper on which this thesis is based and we
give a brief overview of the results we use. Markov and Shi proved that a tensor
network T N with T vertices and underlying graph GT N can be computed in time
T O(1) exp(O(tw(GT N ))) as long as the degree of GT N is bounded by some constant.
More precisely the runtime of the computation is dependent on the tree width of the
19
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line graph G∗T N . As we know by Theorem 2.6 this is bounded by the tree width of
the original graph if the degree is bounded. Therefore we can use the tree width of
the original graph.
Theorem 2.8 (Markov and Shi [3]). Given a tensor network with underlying graph
GT N with T vertices and constant maximum degree, the tensor contraction takes time
T O(1) exp(O(tw(GT N ))).

(2.35)

To show this we have to link the contraction of a tensor network to its tree width.
First we show the asymptotic runtime of any contraction of a tensor network T N
depending on the tensors that appear in the process.
Lemma 2.9 (Markov and Shi [3]). Given a tensor network T N with T tensors and a
contraction process specified by an ordering of the wires in T N , let d be the maximum
rank of all tensors that appear in the process. Then the contraction takes time
T O(1) exp(O(d)).

(2.36)

Proof. Note that T N contains T O(1) wires. When contracting an edge of the tensor network any algorithm has to compute exp(O(d0 )) entries for the new tensor,
where d0 is the rank of the resulting tensor. As d is the maximum rank, this yields
T O(1) exp(O(d)).
Next we note that the asymptotic runtime does not change if we only contract one
wire at a time in place of contracting parallel wires simultaneously. This can be easily
seen as a contraction contracting ` wires simultaneously between two tensors u and
v of rank ` + k and ` + k 0 results in a tensor of rank k + k 0 . A contraction one wire at
a time results in a tensor of rank ` + k + k 0 from which we then contract the selfloops
resulting in tensors of decreasing rank until we again get rank k + k 0 . Each of this
ranks is smaller then the sum of ranks of u and v. Thus ` + k + k 0 is at most twice
as large as the ranks ` + k, ` + k 0 and k + k 0 .
Using that the contraction of a wire connecting two tensors can be seen as the contraction of the corresponding edge in the underlying graph, meaning we replace the
end vertices by one vertex. The resulting vertex degree is the rank of the resulting
tensor. As we are only interested in the rank, we only look at the underlying graph
20
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from now on. We can define the contraction complexity cc(G) of a graph G which is
equivalent to d from Lemma 2.9 for the best possible ordering.
Definition 2.10. Let G be a graph.
 The contraction of an edge e = (u, v) removes e, u and v from the graph and
introduces a new vertex ve that is connected to all neighbors of u and v.
 A contraction ordering π is an ordering of all edges.
 The complexity of π, cp(π, G), is the maximum degree of a vertex occurring if
all edges of G are contracted due to the ordering π.
 The contraction complexity of a graph G is

cc(G) := min{cp(π, G) | π contraction of G}

(2.37)

Some simple bounds on cc(G) can easily be stated. We have cc(G) ≤ |E(G)|−1, since
any merged vertex can only be incident to |E(G)| − 1 many vertices. Additionally
one sees that cc(G) ≥ ∆(G) − 1, since when a edge incident to a vertex of degree
∆(G) is contracted, the resulting vertex has at least ∆(G) − 1 neighbors. Now we are
ready to understand the theorem most of our work is based on. We see that the contraction complexity of a graph G equals the tree width of the line graph. The proof
of the equality also yields a deterministic algorithm that computes a contraction
ordering from a tree decomposition with complexity at most the width of the tree
decomposition. This results from the equality of contraction orderings of a graph and
elimination schemes of its line graph. We only show the proof of cc(G) ≤ tw(G) since
this is the result we use in this thesis. In combination with the result of Robertson
and Seymour 2.7 and Lemma 2.9 we get a parameterized polynomial time algorithm
to compute a tensor contraction of runtime T O(1) exp(O(tw(T N ))).
Theorem 2.10 (Markov and Shi [3]). For any graph G, cc(G) = tw(G). Furthermore, given a tree decomposition of G∗ of width d, there is a deterministic algorithm
that outputs a contraction ordering π with cp(π) ≤ d in polynomial time.
Proof. We only prove cc(G) ≤ tw(G). We do this by constructing a contraction
ordering π of complexity cp(π) ≤ d from a small tree decomposition (T, β) of the line
graph of width d. We repeat the following steps until the tree T does not contain
any vertices. We pick some leaf t` of T and compute P = β(t` )\β(parent(t` )) if t` is
not the root. If t` is the root we simply set P = β(t` ). Then we output all edges from
21
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P and delete t` from T . Since all edges have to be contained in some bag we will
output all edges eventually. Since β−1(e) is connected for every e ∈ V (G∗ ) = E(G)
we output every edge exactly once, thus the output is a contraction ordering π. To
proof the complexity of π we look at the equality of contracting an edge in G and
eliminating a vertex in G∗. Eliminating a vertex v means adding edges such that
the neighborhood of v becomes a clique and then deleting v. It is easy to see that
first contracting an edge e and then taking the line graph and first taking the line
graph and then eliminating vertex e yields the same graph. The complexity of a
contraction ordering π then is the maximum degree of a vertex that gets eliminated
if π is seen as an elimination ordering. Therefore we adjust our algorithm. Instead of
deleting vertices we eliminate them. As a vertex is only deleted if it does not occur in
any other bag than β(t` ), all its neighbors are contained in β(t` ). Therefore (T, β) is
also a tree decomposition of the graph resulting from the elimination. As we do not
change (T, β) the output of both algorithms is equal. We now consider the maximum
degree of a vertex that gets eliminated. As stated above all neighbors of a vertex
that gets deleted are contained in the bag that is considered, therefore there are at
most as many neighbors as vertices in the bag, besides the deleted vertex. Thus the
degree at the time of elimination of any vertex is bounded by wd(T, β). This yields
to cp(π) ≤ wd(T, β) and thus cc(G) ≤ tw(G).
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Chapter 3
Tree width of Trotter expansion
In this chapter we compute the tree width of the tensor network of a Trotter expansion. First we prove bounds on the tree width. We see then that in order to get a
small tree width we have to delete vertices from the network. After we take a look at
how to delete vertices, we see that this deletion indeed lowers the tree width. In the
second section we then compute the tree width using both exact and approximate
methods. We take a look at different code projects provided by the PACE challenge
2017 [1] and decide which suits our needs the best. Then we compare the different
approaches on deleting vertices from the tensor network based on the resulting tree
width.

3.1

Bounds on tree width

In this section we look at different bounds on the tree width of the tensor network
of the Trotter expansion. First we will show that the tree width of T N (n, m, p) is in
Θ(n), where n is the number of inputs, if m is large enough and the terms in the
Hamiltonian are not commuting. If the terms are commuting, the Trotter expansion
becomes trivial. To do an efficient contraction of a tensor network using Theorem 2.8
we need a tree width of at most O(log(n)). Therefore we take a look at approaches
to lower the tree width by randomized vertex deletion from the tensor network. Then
we see upper bounds on the tree width of these new tensor networks, that show that
we get an expected value on the tree width of O(log(n)).
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Bounds of tree width for Trotter expansion before
deletion

Let us recall Definition 2.3 of the tensor network of Trotter expansion. We see that
for m ≥ n2 and p = b n2 c the vertices associated with U contain an n2 - n2 -grid. Due to
Lemma 2.5 we know that the tree width of the tensor network has to be larger than
n
. We can also see an upper bound of the same order, since the cops have a winning
2
strategy of the cop-and-robber game 2.9 by moving along the time-steps. All in all
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let m, n, p ∈ N, where m − b n2 c − p ≥
Θ(n).

n
2

then tw(T N (n, m, p)) ∈

Proof. First we proof tw(T N (n, m, p)) ∈ Ω(n) by identifying an n2 - n2 -grid in T N (n, m, p).
Without loss of generality we have p ≥ b n2 c. We start at tensor (1, j1 ) with ji =
This is the corner of our grid. The
m − b b p2 c − 2i c, thus the vertex at the horizon.

n
n
n
n
other three corners are 2 , j + 4 , 2 , j − 4 and (n − 1, j). All of those corners exist
since p ≥ b n2 c and m − b n2 c − p ≥ n2 . Lemma 2.5 gives us that the tree width of
the n2 - n2 -grid is n2 and with Lemma 2.3 we get that the tree width of T N (n, m, p) is
larger.
To proof tw(T N (n, m, p)) ∈ O(n) we give a winning strategy for the cop-and-robber
game 2.9 for n cops. The idea is to block the time-steps iteratively. Their starting
position is at {(i, 1) | i < n}. From there they can move to the input vertices, if
the robber hides there. Otherwise they move in an alternating pattern, fist moving
all cops with i odd to the next time-step, then all cops with i even. Whenever a
cop reaches the horizon, he stays there until all cops are positioned at the horizon.
To this point we only used n − 1 cops, so one cop is still free to move. This cop is
positioned at (1, m + j1 ). Then the cop at (1, j1 ) can move to (2, m + j2 ) and so on.
When the cops block both vertices next to the observable, they can choose to move
to the observable, instead of continuing this pattern, in order to capture the robber
there. If all positions (i, m + ji ) are occupied ba a cop, the cops move through the
vertices of U † analog to U but backwards. As the cops always block all nodes at one
time level, the robber can never slip to another X-flap and therefore will be captured
by the cops.
This proves tw(T N (n, m, p)) ∈ Θ(n).
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and output are connected. The same holds
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Figure 3.1: The impact on the graph of substituting a tensor with the identity in
the tensor network.
Since the contraction of a tensor network takes time exp(O(tw(T N ))) contracting
the tensor network of Trotter expansion would take exponential time. As we are
interested in an efficient classical approximative simulation of time evolution we have
to decrease the tree width to O(log(n)). We do so by deleting a sufficient amount of
vertices, until we can break down the embedded grid used in the lower bound.

3.1.2

How to delete vertices in Trotter expansion

In order to delete vertices from the graph we have to think about what the physical
and mathematical meaning of deleting a tensor from the Trotter expansion is. If we
take a number of time-steps that is sufficiently large compared to the time we want
to simulate we can assume that every single tensor in the network is close to identity. Therefore deleting a vertex means to substitute the corresponding tensor with
the identity. The effect on the graph is that the vertex vanishes and the input and
output edges are rerouted. This happens by connecting the left input edge with the
left output edge and the right input edge with the right output edge. For an example
see Figure 3.1. Deleting a vertex corresponding to U will always lead to the deletion
of the corresponding vertex of U † .
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As substituting single tensors of the Trotter expansion with the identity changes the
strength of the total tensor, we will compensate for the deletions. We consider two
different ways of compensation. The first way is to simply multiply the deleted tensor to the next tensor of the column that has not been deleted. We call this method
push tensor. The second way is to adjust
 every tensor that remains in that
 column.

#vertices
this
column
Instead of exp i · mt · hi we take exp i · mt · #remaining vertices this column · hi . We call
this method distribute tensor.
To understand how to approach vertex deletion, we first look at an upper bound
on the tree width of a tensor network with deleted vertices. If k is the maximum
number of vertices remaining in one column of the graph we get a tree width O(k).
It even suffices if there is some value c such that, between two columns of size at
most k, there are at most c columns with more than k vertices. If we have 2k + c
cops we can block two columns of size k that are maximal c columns apart. From the
remaining cops c block the horizon on one side. If the robber is somewhere within
the c columns he is on one side of the horizon. Then we have enough cops free on the
other side to find him. If he is somewhere else we can lift all cops from the column
that is not adjacent to the component where the robber hides and move them to the
next column of size k inside the component. We repeat this strategy until the robber
is found. Formally we get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. For c, k ∈ N and some graph N that is derived from some T N (n, m, p)
by deleting vertices, if one can identify columns of N have at most k vertices and the
distance between these columns is at most c, the tree width of N is bounded by
tw(N ) ≤ 2k + c.

(3.1)

We use this theorem to obtain a tree width in O(log(n)) by deleting vertices. In the
following we try to achieve k ∈ O(log(n)) and c ∈ O(1). It would also be possible
to consider some c ∈ O(log(n)), but we focused our work on the more simple case
c ∈ O(1). As we are interested in a randomized approximation of Trotter expansion
we need randomized deletion of vertices. In the following section we discuss three
different approaches of random deletion. The first approach is to set an expected
value for the total number N of vertices remaining such that we get E(k) = 2 log(n).
Since N is the sum over all columns plus the inputs and the observable, we get
E(N ) ∼ n · E(k) if c = 0. Therefore we take E(N ) = 2n log(n) and delete vertices
uniformly at random such that we get this expected value. For each vertex that is
not on the horizon, thus the border of the light-cone, we decide independently with
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log(n)
, where Ninner is the number of inner vertices
probability P (keep vertex) = 2nNinner
before the deletion, whether we keep the vertex. If in the following we reference
uniform probability of deletion we mean this approach of deletion. The second approach of random deletions is to set the expected value E(k) = 2 log(n) directly,
thus we delete vertices such that O(log(n)) vertices remain per column, similar to
the deterministic approach. We decide for every vertex in column i with probability
, where Ni is the number of inner vertices in column i before
P (keep vertex) = 2 log(n)
Ni
deletion. Again we keep all vertices on the horizon. Using this method we have c = 0.
Whenever we refer to deletion dependent on column, we mean this type of deletion.
The third approach we tried is to vary c to something non-zero. We set c = 1 by
deleting only from every second column with the same probability dependent of the
column as above.

3.2

Computing tree width of Trotter expansion

In this section we analyze the tree width of our deletion approaches. We will first take
a look at the programs used to compute tree width both exact and approximated.
All the programs we use were handed in at the Parameterized Algorithms and Computational Experiments (PACE) Challenge 2017 1 and are open source, available on
GitHub. We are interested in two categories of the challenge. Firstly there is an exact computation of tree width or rather the computation of a tree decomposition of
minimal width. We need these computations to analyze the different approaches of
deletion we created. Secondly there is a category for approximations. All programs
submitted to this category run until they get an interrupt and output the best tree
decomposition found up to this point. There was no proof of an approximation factor
required, therefore we will look at the approximation factor on our graphs. For the
approximation we compare different programs to determine which works best for our
type of graphs. Then we will look at the exact tree width of the approximate Trotter
expansion and we compare the different approaches of deleting vertices. We fit the
tree width to a function of the number of inputs and we see that we get the desired
dependency of O(log(n)), where n is the number of input bits.
1

https://pacechallenge.wordpress.com/pace-2017/
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How to compute an approximation of tree width

Due to Robertson and Seymour [5] we know that there exists an FPT algorithm to
compute tree width. Since this algorithm does not compete well in real life applications we need to look at different algorithms. The PACE Challenge 2017 gives us
exactly what we want. The task was to compute a tree decomposition of width as
small as possible within a given time frame. All algorithms are designed to catch an
interrupt and return the best tree decomposition found to this point. Looking at the
results of the PACE Challenge 2017, we see that both the first place by Makii et al
and second place by Strasser competed very well and the second place even outcompeted the first place on large instances. For a detailed analysis of the performance of
both algorithms in the PACE Challenge, the reader is referred to the paper of Dell
et al [1], where the results were published. As we expect our instances to be large,
we take a closer look at both programs and compare the approximation behavior for
our type of instances. The used code can be found under the following links:
 Keitaro Makii, Hiromu Ohtsuka, Takuto Sato, Hisao Tamaki (Meiji University)
github.com/TCS-Meiji/PACE2017-TrackA
 Ben Strasser (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)
github.com/kit-algo/flow-cutter-pace17

Comparison of different tree width approximations
We want to compare the approximations of both algorithms. Therefore we compute
the exact tree width, using the algorithm described in Section 3.2.2, and the approximations using both heuristics. We did this for all graphs T N (2i, i, i) we created for
the analysis of the tree width in the Section 3.2.2, thus of graphs without deletion
as well as different deletion approaches. All heuristics were run for ten minutes on
the RWTH cluster. The utilized architecture is Intel Westmere based and runs at
3.07GHz. Then we compute the ratio of the optimal solution to the approximation as
well as the absolute difference for every graph. We plots the ratio versus the number
of edges in the graph, thus the number of vertices in the line graph. These plots are
shown in Figure 3.2. We see no systematics in the ratio besides that smaller instances
are computed exactly more often. This is to be expected since these instances are
easier to solve. In Table 3.1 we see some statistics on the ratio. In all categories
Makii et al outperform Strasser. The difference is most notable in the number of
instances that have been solved exactly. There we have 454 instances against 201.
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(a) The heuristic used by Makii et al.. We
see that the heuristic yields an exact computation on many instances and on the other
instances only small deviations.

(b) The heuristic used by Strasser. The
heuristic yields the exact tree width only for
small instances. On other instances the ratio
is up to 1.5. There is no obvious systematic
error in the ratio besides a slightly better
approximation for smaller instances.

Figure 3.2: Ratio of heuristic and exact computation plotted against the number
of edges, which equals the number of vertices in the line graph.
Thus the heuristic of Makii et al yields the exact solution on more than twice as
many instances. All in all we decide to take the heuristic of Makii et al for our future
approximations of tree width.

Makii et al
Strasser

average ratio
1.002 ± 0.015
1.11 ± 0.12

maximal ratio
1.16̄
1.5

# exact computations
454
201

Table 3.1: Some statistics on the approximation of the used heuristics. The total
number of instances is 462. In all categories Makii et al outperform Strasser.
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Exact tree width for randomized approximate Trotter
expansion

For the exact computation of the tree width we again took a program handed in
at the PACE 2017 Challenge [1]. As we need this program only to analyze our
ideas not to actually simulate the result of Trotter expansion, we do not compare
different programs but assume the program that worked the fastest on large instances
will suffice for our needs. This again was the program that came in second in the
challenge.
 Hiromu Ohtsuka and Hisao Tamaki (Meiji University)
github.com/TCS-Meiji/PACE2017-TrackA

We use this program to compute the exact tree width of T N (2i, i, i) for i from two
up to fifteen, the respective deletion approaches and all line graphs. Ten different
instances were created and we took the mean tree width over those instances. We let
the program run for at most 2 hours per instance. The result of these computations
can be seen in Figure 3.3 for the original graphs and in Figure 3.4 for the respective
line graphs. For the line graphs we did a fit of a log(n) + b. The error on the values
P  yi −fa,b (xi ) 2
is the standard
that are used for the fit and the computation of χ2 =
σi
deviation. If this was zero a minimum of 0.1 was assumed to avoid overfitting. The
curves can be seen in Figure 3.5 and the difference between the actual value and
the fitted value, called residuals, is plotted in Figure 3.6. Values for a and b as well
χ2
, where the number of degrees of freedom (ndoF) is the number of data
as the ndoF
points minus the number of parameters, are combined in Table 3.2. For the random
deletions only every second column, the created graphs are too large for the exact
tree width solver to compute the value within the given time parameters. System
sizes where the computation failed to complete within two hours were excluded. To
ensure that the tree width is indeed logarithmic and not linear in the system size
we also tried a linear fit, whose results are shown in Table 3.3. For all cases the
χ2
is several times larger for the linear fit compared to the logarithmic fit. Looking
ndoF
at the residuals of the fits we see a slight systematic, they seem to follow a sawtooth-function. This can be explained due to the fact that we try to fit data that
follows a discrete distribution to a continuous function. All in all we can say, that
the logarithmic fit describes our values well and the tree width seems to grow like
a logarithm. Using Theorem 2.8 we get that our deletion approaches will lead to a
polynomial time random approximation of the time evolution. In the next chapter
we analyze the quality of these approximations.
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Figure 3.3: Exact tree width of T N (2i, i, i) for i from two up to fifteen and all
deletion approaches. For random deletion the mean over ten instances is taken.

Figure 3.4: Exact tree width of the line graph of T N (2i, i, i) for i from two up to
fifteen and all deletion approaches. For random deletion the mean over ten instances
is taken.
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(a) Fit for random deletions with expected (b) Fit for random deletions with expected
number of inner vertices in O(n log(n)).
number of inner vertices per column in
O(log(n)).

(c) Fit for random deletions with expected
number of inner vertices for every second column in O(log(n)).

Figure 3.5: Fit of a log(n) + b to the tree width of the different deletion approaches.
The mean and standard deviation over ten instances was taken. If the standard
deviation was zero an error of 0.1 was taken for the fit.
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(a) Residuals for fit of random deletions (b) Residuals for fit of random deletions
with expected number of inner vertices in with expected number of inner vertices per
O(n log(n)).
column in O(log(n)).

(c) Residuals for fit of random deletions with
expected number of inner vertices for every
second column in O(log(n)).

Figure 3.6: Residuals for fit of a log(n) + b to the tree width of the different deletion
approaches. The mean and standard deviation over ten instances was taken. If the
standard deviation was zero an error of 0.1 was taken for the fit.
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deletion every other column
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χ2
ndoF

a
1.9297 ± 0.0083
2.8083 ± 0.0014

b
1.133 ± 0.070
−0.459 ± 0.016

0.21
1.90

4.38 ± 0.13

−3.8 ± 1.3

32.55

Table 3.2: Results of the fit of a log(n) + b to the exact tree width of the line graph
of the Trotter network with different deletions.

deletion approach
uniform probability
probability dependent on the column
probability dependent on the column
deletion every other column

χ2
ndoF

a
0.24239 ± 0.00049
0.30951 ± 0.00036

b
4.299 ± 0.083
4.48 ± 0.10

0.74
13.02

0.6997 ± 0.0079

2.82 ± 0.91

74.77

Table 3.3: Results of the fit of an + b to the exact tree width of the line graph of
the Trotter network with different deletions.
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Chapter 4
Computing time evolution with
randomized approximate Trotter
expansion
In this chapter we look at time evolution using the Trotter expansion with random
deletion of tensors. We start by taking a look at the code framework that was built to
do the computations. Then we look at the simulation of different Hamiltonians. We
compare non-commuting Hamiltonians and Hamiltonians where the non-commuting
part is small. We see that, as expected, the simulation is closer to the exact solution
if the non-commuting part of the Hamiltonian is weak.

4.1

How we compute tensor contractions

To compute the result of the tensor networks analyzed in the last chapter we provide
a python code framework1 . It reads both the tree decomposition of the line graph
formatted as in the specifications for the PACE challenge [1] and a lookup that stores
which edge is incident to which position in the tensor network. Using the algorithm
described in the proof of Theorem 2.8 we compute the contraction ordering. Then we
store the corresponding tensor for every position in the network that has not been
deleted. We have several adjustments that can be input to the program. We can
1

https://git.rwth-aachen.de/eva.fluck/RandomizedApproximateTrotterExpansion
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choose between different Hamiltonians. In the following section we analyze variations
of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, where possibly disorder is added,
H=

L
X

hi Zi + α

i=1

L−1
X

(Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 ) + β

i=1

L−1
X

Zi Zi+1 .

(4.1)

i=1

For this Hamiltonian both α and β can be set and a file can be given from which
the values for the random field strength of the disorder are read. The value of time
to simulate is also an input to the program as well as how to compensate for deleted
tensors. Additionally the input product state can be set as a string or as an integer
|ki. One can choose the observable to be X,Y or Z. When all tensors are set, we
compute the contraction due to the contraction ordering computed before. For normal edges we use numpy.tensordot and for selfloops ncon.ncon 2 which again uses
numpy.tensordot. Running this code for Trotter expansions without deletions for
more than 16 sites we got the problem, that the rank of the tensors gets too large for
numpy.tensordot to handle. To avoid this we tried to use numpy.einsum but again
ran into the problem that it could not handle the number of indexes in the occurring
tensors.

4.1.1

Benchmark

First, we take a look at the runtime of our simulations. We run our simulations on
the RWTH cluster. The utilized architecture is Intel Westmere based and runs at
3.07GHz. To provide enough memory for our simulations the system is equipped with
24GB memory. We simulated the same Hamiltonian HXX as in Section 4.2.1. For
each run we simulated 130 different time evolutions. For each instance the simulations
were run three times, to ensure that deviations are not due to the used hardware. In
Figure 4.1 we show the mean over all runs and all instances with the same system
size. We see clearly, that our deletions give an advantage relating to the runtime.
But for some instances we see a large standard deviation in the data, especially for
the deletion in only every second column. To test whether this is due to the used
architecture or if the runtime varies a lot between the different instances we take the
mean only over different runs on the same instance. For the deletion only in every
second column this is shown in Figure 4.2. The other random deletion approaches
are shown in Appendix B. We see that the runtime varies little for each instance but
largely between the instances. This variation is due to the varying number of tensors
2

https://github.com/mhauru/ncon
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that remain in each instance and the varying tree width.
Due to Theorem 2.8 we expect a runtime of T O(1) exp(O(tw(GT N ))). Therefore we
look at the expected number of vertices remaining after deletion. Without deletion we
obviously have O(n2 ) vertices, for uniform at random deletion and deletion in every
column with a probability dependent on the column we expect O(n · log(n)) vertices.
For the deletion only in every second column we expect an additional term of O(n2 )
vertices. Combining these values with the expected tree width we get formulas for
the expected runtime, which we try to fit. Without deletion we expect runtime
a · 2b·n · nc + d,

(4.2)

for deletions in every column runtime
a · nb · logc (n) + d

(4.3)

and for deletions in every second column runtime
a · nb · logc (n) + d · ne + f.

(4.4)

As we try to verify that the runtime dropped to some polynomial we will fit Equation
4.2 to all cases. The results are combined in Table 4.1. These fits do not justify the
χ2
is best for the
assumption that the runtime dropped to a polynomial, since the ndoF
exponential fit in most cases. Also the uncertainty on the parameters is smallest.
For the deletion in every second column the fit to Equation 4.4 yields the smallest
χ2
but the uncertainty on the parameters is magnitudes larger than the parameter
ndoF
itself in most cases. On the other hand we could also explain the quality of the fits if
we did not find the correct function to fit to. Looking at the results we see that for
Equation 4.3 the exponent of log(n) is always 0. Therefore we try a fit with
a · nb + c.

(4.5)
2

χ
The results can be seen in Table 4.2. These fits have a similar ndoF
as the exponential
for random deletions, but small relative uncertainty on the parameters.

All in all we can say, that the runtime gets considerably smaller than for the Trotter
expansion without deletion, but we are not able to verify, that the runtime dropped
from something exponential in the system size to something polynomial.
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Figure 4.1: Runtime of simulations for different deletion approaches run on 130
different times in seconds. Simulation was run on RWTH cluster on an Intel Westmere
based architecture running at 3.07GHZ. Mean was takes over three computations and
for random deletions over ten different instances. For some instances tree width was
too high, leading to tensors with a rank that numpy.tensordot could no longer
handle. Those instances were excluded.
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Figure 4.2: Runtime of simulations for deletion only in every second column, run
on 130 different time evolutions, in seconds. Simulation was run on RWTH cluster
on an Intel Westmere based architecture running at 3.07GHZ. Mean was takes over
three computations on the same instance. For some instances tree width was too
high, leading to tensors with a rank that numpy.tensordot could no longer handle.
Those instances were excluded.
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Equation 4.2
without deletion
uniform probability
probability dependent
on the column
probability dependent
on the column
deletion every other column
Equation 4.3
without deletion
uniform probability
probability dependent
on the column
probability dependent
on the column
deletion every other column
Equation 4.4
probability dependent
on the column
deletion every other column

1.82 ± 0.19

0.82 ± 0.27

c
0 ± 145

20.91 ± 0.30

20.099 ± 0.078

20.3 ± 1.0

d
23.02 ± 2.0

χ2
ndoF

0.58

0.26

0.26

1084

χ2
ndoF

7.83e-3 ± 1.7e-3

0.96 ± 0.68

d

2250

a
4.9e-3 ± 9.6e-3

0.2041 ± 0.0050

c

23.7 ± 2.5

b
0.9 ± 1.5
3.936e-2
±0.077e-2

6.89e-2 ± 0.29e-2

b

0 ± 11387
1.5 ± 3.0

0 ± 35

21.06 ± 0.59

21.2 ± 2.4

0.26

0.32

0.44 ± 0.32

0.146 ± 0.048

8 ± 1631

a
2.5046625e-9
±0.0000082e-9
0.10 ± 0.14

0 ± 17

χ2
ndoF

1.9 ± 2.1

f

0.50

5.7e-2 ± 1.0e-2

e

6 ± 7.7e+8

1.2

d

3.9 ± 4.3

21.55 ± 0.20

c

4.52e-4
±0.11e-4

0 ± 56

b

0 ± 8.5e+4

2.9 ± 9.2

a

0 ± 543

7.23e-3 ± 0.24e-3

14
±7.5e+8

Table 4.1: Results of the fits of the runtime of simulations.
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Equation 4.5
without deletion
uniform probability
probability dependent
on the column
probability dependent
on the column
deletion every other column
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a
2.50458261e-9
±1.7e-17
0.10281
±0.00062
6.008e-2
±0.019e-2

b
8.79
±0.36
1.4598
±0.0058
1.9031
±0.0076

c
23.6
±1.5
21.057
±0.021
21.033
±0.016

7.225e-3
±0.017e-3

2.850
±0.061

21.155
±0.018

χ2
ndoF

1687
0.29
0.24
1.12

Table 4.2: Results of the fits of the runtime of simulations.

4.2

Simulating the Heisenberg model

In this section we study the effects of random deletions on the Heisenberg model
introduced in Definition 2.2. We start with a special case of the XXZ model, whose
exact solution we know due to Lemma 2.1. Here we are interested in whether the
random deletions change the dynamics resulting from the simulation. Secondly we
analyze the Heisenberg model with disorder. Here we have a Hamiltonian whose noncommuting part is weak compared to the commuting terms. We compare simulations
with different strength of disorder. We expect our simulation to affect the dynamics
less for large disorder, since then the non-commuting part is relatively weaker.

4.2.1

Heisenberg XX model

In this section we analyze a non-commuting Hamiltonian
HXX

L−1
X
= 0.5
(Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 ).

(4.6)

i=1

We used the code described in the previous section to simulate time evolution of
systems of different sizes. The Trotter networks we used are the same networks as
we used to analyze the tree width. Thus for n inputs we take m = n2 time-steps.
We took this number of time-steps as it is the minimal number needed to cover the
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hole system size. A significantly larger amount of time-steps is not likely to improve
our approximations due to our radical deletion approaches. Besides the different random deletion approaches we also simulated the Trotter expansion without deletions
to compare the error of the approximation with the error of the Trotter expansion.
For systems with more than 16 sites the tree width of the Trotter expansion without deletions and respectively the rank of the occurring tensors during the tensor
contraction were too large for our code to handle. Therefore we choose to show the
largest possible amount of sites in this analysis. We did not see significant variation
of the general behavior of our simulation between the different system sizes, besides
that for very small systems some of the deletion approaches did not delete any vertices and thus did not change the simulation.
The Hamiltonian HXX is equivalent to a quantum walk on a line. Every single tensor
in the Trotter expansion corresponds to a gate that allows the particle to switch to
the next position. If the tensor is deleted the particle can not switch at this position.
Even though we compensate for this deletion, all in all the possible paths of the
particle change and with this also the amplitude of the path. We need this intuition
of the time evolution to understand the dynamics of our simulations.
We start with observing Z at the same position as we put the particle. The results
of the simulation can be seen in Figure 4.3. To compare the simulation to the exact solution we first take a look at the error due to trotterization. We see this in
Figure 4.3a. For small times the number of time-steps is sufficient to simulate the
dynamics of the time evolution. For larger times the simulation does not capture the
oscillation correctly, thus the number of time-steps in the Trotter expansion was to
small. Especially one does not see the particle passing by the observed position in the
simulation with the Trotter expansion. For small times we can be sure, that errors in
the simulation with random deletions are due to the deletion, not due to the Trotter expansion. For the randomized approximate Trotter expansion we averaged the
result of ten simulations, where the underlying graph is different. For all approaches
of deleting nodes we see that the dynamics in the simulation is similar to the exact
solution but is slower. We expect this since the possibility to switch away from the
starting position on the line is limited if tensors are deleted. Especially paths that
move several positions away from the observable before the particle returns get a lot
less likely. Additionally the oscillation at +1 of the exact solution can not be seen in
the averaged simulation. Therefore we look at every simulation independently, seen
in Figure 4.4. Here we see that the dynamics of the simulation varies a lot between
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(a) Simulation with Trotter expansion plot- (b) Tensors were deleted uniformly at ranted together with the exact solution.
dom.

(c) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column there are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.

(d) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending on the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column there are approximately the same number of vertices remaining, but only in every other column.

Figure 4.3: Simulation of time evolution for HXX in 1D-lattice of length 16, observing Z at position eight on starting state |8i. The deterministic simulation of
the Trotter expansion is shown and different approaches of randomly deleting nodes
from the tensor network used in the simulation. We show the mean and standard
deviation of ten simulations.
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(a) Tensors were deleted uniformly at random.

(b) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.

(c) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.
but only in every other column.

Figure 4.4: Simulation of time evolution for HXX in 1D-lattice of length 16, observing Z at position eight on starting state |8i. Different approaches of randomly
deleting nodes from the tensor network used in the simulation are shown. Each deletion approach is carried out ten times and plotted individually. For sake of clarity we
split them into two graphs. We hope to see higher order oscillations in the dynamics
that are smoothed out in the mean.
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the different runs. The difference is smallest for the approach where we delete vertices
only from every second column. We explain this due to that in those networks the
next neighbor interaction in the columns without deletion dominates the behavior of
the simulation. For the approach of deleting vertices with a probability depending on
the column, the variation between different runs is largest but if one does not look at
outliers the oscillation around +1 is closest to the exact solution if one takes strength
and speed into account. For the deletion only every second column on the one hand
the switching from −1.0 to +1.0 is fastest and closest to the exact solution, but on
the other hand the oscillation is slower than with deletion in every column. For all
methods of deletion we see that the oscillation is slower but stronger than the exact
solution. We interpret that to be due to the restrictions for the particle to switch
to the next position. Especially the possibility of the particle to reflect back to the
position of the observable is higher than without any restrictions. As the position of
the particle is a superposition over all possible positions and paths to get there the
overall amplitude of the probability changes.
Additionally we looked at simulations where the particle is not positioned at the
same position as the observable initially. We put the particle one position left of
the observable, as seen in Figure 4.5, one position right, as seen in Figure 4.7, and
two positions left of the observable, as seen in Figure 4.9. We see that the further
away the particle is from the observable the larger the error due to Trotter expansion
gets. For the particle at site seven and nine the Trotter expansion still fits well for
small times. Both cases have the same exact solution for small times. A good approximation should also not vary a lot between these two cases. Again our random
approximation follows the general dynamics, but not as well as before. Both the uniform as well as the probability dependent on the column have very high variation in
the outcome of the simulation. In the case that the particle is at site seven, deletion
only from every second column has a rather small variation for small times, but the
computed expected value of Z is much smaller. Looking at site nine the computed
expected value does not get as small as the exact solution. This can be explained
since the particle can pass easily from site eight to seven and not so easy away from
these positions. To analyze the high variation in the other two cases we again look
at the outcome of the single runs of the simulation, see Figure 4.6 and 4.8. Due to
the high variation it is not clear to see which random approximation fits better to
the general dynamics and the oscillation of the exact solution. In the case of the
particle at position six, we see that the simulation gets even less accurate. Here even
the Trotter expansion results in slightly larger values than the exact solution.
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(a) Simulation with Trotter expansion plot- (b) Tensors were deleted uniformly at ranted together with the exact solution.
dom.

(c) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.

(d) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining. but only in every other column.

Figure 4.5: Simulation of time evolution for HXX in 1D-lattice of length 16, observing Z at position eight on starting state |7i. The deterministic simulation of
the Trotter expansion is shown and different approaches of randomly deleting nodes
from the tensor network used in the simulation. We show the mean and standard
deviation of ten simulations.
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(a) Tensors were deleted uniformly at random.

(b) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.

(c) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.
but only in every other column.

Figure 4.6: Simulation of time evolution for HXX in 1D-lattice of length 16, observing Z at position eight on starting state |7i. Different approaches of randomly
deleting nodes from the tensor network used in the simulation are shown. Each deletion approach is carried out ten times and plotted individually. For sake of clarity we
split them into two graphs. We hope to see higher order oscillations in the dynamics
that are smoothed out in the mean.
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(a) Simulation with Trotter expansion plot- (b) Tensors were deleted uniformly at ranted together with the exact solution.
dom.

(c) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.

(d) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining. but only in every other column.

Figure 4.7: Simulation of time evolution for HXX in 1D-lattice of length 16, observing Z at position eight on starting state |9i. The deterministic simulation of
the Trotter expansion is shown and different approaches of randomly deleting nodes
from the tensor network used in the simulation. We show the mean and standard
deviation of ten simulations.
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(a) Tensors were deleted uniformly at random.

(b) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.

(c) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.
but only in every other column.

Figure 4.8: Simulation of time evolution for HXX in 1D-lattice of length 16, observing Z at position eight on starting state |9i. Different approaches of randomly
deleting nodes from the tensor network used in the simulation are shown. Each deletion approach is carried out ten times and plotted individually. For sake of clarity we
split them into two graphs. We hope to see higher order oscillations in the dynamics
that are smoothed out in the mean.
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(a) Simulation with Trotter expansion plot- (b) Tensors were deleted uniformly at ranted together with the exact solution.
dom.

(c) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining.

(d) Tensors were randomly deleted, depending in the number of vertices in the column,
such that in every column the are approximately the same number of vertices remaining. but only in every other column.

Figure 4.9: Simulation of time evolution for HXX in 1D-lattice of length 16, observing Z at position eight on starting state |6i. The deterministic simulation of
the Trotter expansion is shown and different approaches of randomly deleting nodes
from the tensor network used in the simulation. We show the mean and standard
deviation of ten simulations.
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All in all we see that the deletions and the resulting structure of the graph have a
huge effect on the simulation. For the uniform probability the deviation from the
exact solution is largest. Additionally there is a huge variation between different
runs. The standard deviation is about as large as the range of the oscillation of the
exact solution. This makes it hard to interpret a single run. One could even say
that the variation is too high to consider this as a reasonable approximation. If we
take a probability that is dependent on the column the resulting simulation gets
slightly better. But in the case that nodes were deleted from every column there
is still a large difference between the exact solution and the approximation. The
variation between runs is a little bit smaller as before but still about as large as the
oscillation of the exact solution. Again a single run is no reasonable approximation
and the mean is also not very precise. In the case of deletions from only every second
column we see that the variation between different runs is much smaller. Also this
approach follows the exact solution better than the other approaches. On the other
hand we see, that the irregular structure of the graph affects the simulation largely.
Comparing the simulations of a particle left and right of the observable we see that
the exact solution is similar for small times, but the simulation gives very different
results, due to the structure of the deletions. This behavior is not desirable for a good
approximation approach. This leads us to the conclusion, that our deletion method
was too radical and this approach does not yield an efficient approximation of time
evolution for non-commuting Hamiltonians.

4.2.2

Many-body localization in Heisenberg model with disorder

In this section we want to analyze how our random approximation behaves for Hamiltonians with only weak non-commuting terms. For this we use the Heisenberg model
with disorder as defined in Definition 2.2. We set α = β = 0.5 and vary h. For a
large disorder we expect localization of the particle, thus that the expected value of
Z stays around −1. We also expect our random approximation to work better for
large disorder, since the disorder term is commuting. For this Hamiltonian we do not
have an exact solution, therefore we will use the result of full Trotter expansion to
rate our approximations. We executed the simulation with varying random disorder
of different strength. As in the last section we only discuss the results for system size
16. We put particle and observable at position eight. The results of the simulation
can be seen in Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, the corresponding field strength distributions are given in Appendix C.
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For simulations with large disorder we saw that the Trotter expansion did no longer
yield a smooth curve. We expect that to be an error due to the small amount of
time-steps done in the simulation. Due to Equation 2.20 it is to be expected that one
needs more time-steps to simulate larger disorder, since the norm of the Hamiltonian grows. This is comparable with a factor on the time. Therefore we only look at
smaller times, where we still get a smooth dynamic without jumps. In this section we
are especially interested in the performance of the random approximations depending on the strength of the non-commuting terms in the Hamiltonian. Weakening the
non-commuting terms is equivalent to strengthening the commuting terms, which
is what we did. For small disorder the behavior of the approximations is similar to
the previous section. The dynamics is similar to the reference solution, but slower.
As disorder grows the deviation of approximation to reference solution gets smaller.
For large disorder we see that the particle stays localized at the same position. This
behavior is covered by the random approximation, but in the approximation the
particle does not stay localized as long as in the reference. Comparing the different
approximation approaches we see the same relation as in the previous chapter. But as
with growing disorder the difference to the reference gets smaller, also the difference
between the deletion methods shrinks.
To put it all in a nutshell we see that for small non-commuting terms our random
approximation is close to the results of Trotter expansion itself in contrast to the
simulations in the last section. The random approximation is good enough to detect
many-body-localization.
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(a) Strength of disorder is 1. The distribution of the disorder is shown in Figures C.1a
and C.1b.

(b) Strength of disorder is 2. The distribution of the disorder is shown in Figures C.1c
and C.1d.

Figure 4.10: Simulation of time evolution of Hdis for different strength of disorder.
For the same strength of disorder two different simulations are shown. We show the
mean and standard deviation of ten simulations.
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(a) Strength of disorder is 3. The distribution of the disorder is shown in Figures C.2a
and C.2b.

(b) Strength of disorder is 4. The distribution of the disorder is shown in Figures C.2c
and C.2d.

Figure 4.11: Simulation of time evolution of Hdis for different strength of disorder.
For the same strength of disorder two different simulations are shown. We show the
mean and standard deviation of ten simulations.
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(a) Strength of disorder is 5. The distribution of the disorder is shown in Figures C.3a
and C.3b.

(b) Strength of disorder is 6. The distribution of the disorder is shown in Figures C.3c
and C.3d.

Figure 4.12: Simulation of time evolution of Hdis for different strength of disorder.
For the same strength of disorder two different simulations are shown. We show the
mean and standard deviation of ten simulations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Using the results of Markov and Shi [3] we derived an algorithm to compute randomized approximate Trotter expansion (raTe). This algorithm yields a runtime of
(mn)O(1) · 2O(n) for Trotter expansion, where n is the system size and m the number
of time-steps used in Trotter. We showed that we need to delete a lot of vertices to
achieve a logarithmic tree width. We then analyzed different approaches of deletion
that yield logarithmic tree width. Looking at the quality of approximation, we saw
that we did not produce faithful results for a non-commuting Hamiltonian. But this
was not to be expected due to the large drop in the runtime. On the other hand
we saw that our approximation gets better when the strength of the non-commuting
terms compared with commuting terms decreases, as in these cases the commutator
is close to zero.

5.1

Future work

We provide a framework, that allows efficient approximations of time evolution. It
will be interesting to search for new Hamiltonians where the approximation yields
faithful results. One should start with looking at other Hamiltonians with small commutators.
Additionally it will be interesting to look for deletion methods that consider the
structure of the Hamiltonian. For example one could look at systems that decompose into many small subsystems, where the interaction between the subsystems is
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weak. The one could derive deletions that lead to c ∈ O(log(n)) and k ∈ O(log(n))
or even k ∈ O(1), for k and c as in Theorem 3.2. In this cases one would delete a lot
less vertices, so one would lose a lot less information but still keep a polynomial time
approximation. This method also allows to have a large amount of time-steps. One
no longer has the problem that the number of tensors after the deletion is mostly
independent of the number of time-steps, and the gain due the increased number of
steps will not be deleted immediately.
A different idea would be not to try polynomial time in the system size, but to fix
the system size. Then Theorem 2.8 directly gives polynomial time as there are O(m)
vertices in the Trotter expansion, for m Trotter steps. One could look at the trade-off
between deletions, runtime and accuracy of the approximation. One will not see a
large improvement in runtime with little deletions, as the tree width will not drop,
but the runtime is also dependent on the number of vertices.
Lastly it will be interesting to look at applications outside of time evolution. One
can look at quantum circuits and try to lower the tree width there. Tensors that are
close to the identity are not to be expected in this case, but one could look at gates
with small commutators to their neighbors. Then one could try to lower tree width
by commuting gates with their neighbors. This is similar to the deletions we did, due
to the compensations we computed.
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Appendix A
Quantum walk on a line
In this section we prove the exact solution for the Heisenberg XX model stated in
Lemma 2.1. We use the equivalence to a quantum walk on a line of length L and
rewrite the Hamiltonian as its spectral decomposition
L−1

HXX

L

X
1X
=−
Xi Xi+1 + Yi Yi+1 =
λj |Φj i hΦj | ,
2 i=1
j=1

(A.1)

where the eigenvalues are


πj
λj = −2 cos
L+1

(A.2)

and the eigenvectors are
r
|Φj i =



L
2 X
πjm
sin
|mi .
L + 1 m=1
L+1

(A.3)

This can for example be found in the work of Nagaj [4]. We substitute this in hZl (t)i =
hk(t)|Zl |k(t)i = hk|eiHXX t Zl e−iHXX t |ki and get

hZl (t)i =

L
L X
X

hk|Φq i hΦq |Zl |Φp i hΦp |ki ei(λq −λp )t .

p=1 q=1
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We compute the single elements of this expression. First we compute hk|Φq i:
r


L
2 X
πmq
hk|Φq i = hk|
sin
|mi
L + 1 m=1
L+1
r


L
2 X
πmq
=
sin
δkm
L + 1 m=1
L+1
r


πkq
2
sin
(A.5)
=
L+1
L+1
For the next computations we need a trick. We identify an expression for hΦq |Φp i:

 


 

L
L
L
2 X
πmq
πmp
2 XX
πmq
πnp
sin
sin
sin
=
sin
hm|ni
L + 1 m=1
L+1
L+1
L + 1 m=1 n=1
L+1
L+1
= hΦq |Φp i = δqp

(A.6)

Then we compute hΦq |Zl |Φp i using hm|Zl |ni = δmn (1 − 2δml ):

 

L
L
πmq
πnp
2 XX
sin
sin
hm|Zl |ni
hΦq |Zl |Φp i =
L + 1 m=1 n=1
L+1
L+1

 

L
L
πmq
πnp
2 XX
sin
sin
δmn (1 − 2δml )
=
L + 1 m=1 n=1
L+1
L+1


 

 

L
2 X
πmq
πlq
πmp
πlp
4
=
sin
sin
sin
−
sin
L + 1 m=1
L+1
L+1
L+1
L+1
L+1

 

4
πlq
πlp
= δqp −
sin
sin
(A.7)
L+1
L+1
L+1
Now we substitute A.5 and A.7 in A.4 and we get:
hZl (t)i

 


 

L
X
2
πkq
πkp
4
πlq
πlp
=
sin
sin
δqp −
sin
sin
ei(λq −λp )t
L+1
L+1
L+1
L+1
L+1
L+1
p=1
q=1



= 1−2 

4
(L + 1)2

L
X
p=1
q=1


sin

πkq
L+1




sin

πlq
L+1
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sin

πkp
L+1






πlp

sin
eiλq t e−iλp t 
L+1
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2

 

L
X
πkp
πlp
2
=1−2
sin
sin
eiλp t .
(L + 1) p=1
L+1
L+1

(A.8)

This proves the exact solution for the time evolution of hZl i starting in some state
|ki for the Heisenberg XX model in a lattice of length L.
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Appendix B
Benchmark
When analyzing the runtime of our simulations in Section 4.1.1 we see a large standard deviation in the data. To test whether this is due to the used architecture or if
the runtime varies a lot between the different instances we take the mean only over
different runs on the same instance. Those plots are shown in this appendix. We see
that the runtime varies little for each instance but largely between the instances.
This variation is due to the varying number of tensors that remain in each instance
and the varying tree width.
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Figure B.1: Runtime of simulations for uniform at random deletions, run on 130
different time evolutions, in seconds. Simulation was run on RWTH cluster on an
Intel Westmere based architecture running at 3.07GHZ. Mean was takes over three
computations on the same instance.
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Figure B.2: Runtime of simulations for deletion with probability dependent on the
column, run on 130 different time evolutions, in seconds. Simulation was run on
RWTH cluster on an Intel Westmere based architecture running at 3.07GHZ. Mean
was takes over three computations on the same instance.
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Figure B.3: Runtime of simulations for deletion only in every second column, run
on 130 different time evolutions, in seconds. Simulation was run on RWTH cluster
on an Intel Westmere based architecture running at 3.07GHZ. Mean was takes over
three computations on the same instance. For some instances tree width was too
high, leading to tensors with a rank that numpy.tensordot could no longer handle.
Those instances were excluded.
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Appendix C
Disorder distributions
In Section 4.2.2 we analyzed the Heisenberg model with random fields, called disorder. Here we give the strength of disorder at every site of the simulated systems.
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(a) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 1.0. (b) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 1.0.

(c) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 2.0. (d) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 2.0.

Figure C.1: Distribution of disorder used for simulations in Section 4.2.2.
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(a) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 3.0. (b) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 3.0.

(c) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 4.0. (d) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 4.0.

Figure C.2: Distribution of disorder used for simulations in Section 4.2.2.
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(a) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 5.0. (b) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 5.0.

(c) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 6.0. (d) Hamiltonian with maximal disorder 6.0.

Figure C.3: Distribution of disorder used for simulations in Section 4.2.2.
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